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Introduction
The genetic programming(GP) paradigm
an off shoot of genetic algorithms (GA). GP
envisaged as an automatic method for generating
computer programs. In GP we use populations of
data structures (or, programs)that are evaluated
someproblemspecific criterion. Morefit structures
are propagatedto future generations of populations
through genetic operations that are similar to those
used in GAs[Koza, 92, 94].
In the early implementations of the GP
paradigm, Lisp was the language of choice. The
program structures of GP are stored as Lisp
symbolic expressions (S-expressions) and are
manipulated such that better and better program
structures are evolved, preserved and propagated
until a desired structure capable of solving a given
problem is generated. That Lisp has been a
successful vehicle for the implementationof GPis
a proven fact [Koza, 92, 94].
The Case Against C
Lisp, although a commonprogramming
language, is not well knownoutside the computer
science community. Even among computer
scientists, its popularity pales in front of other
languages like C. Perhaps a larger group wouldtry
GP if it can be implemented in a more popular
language like C or FORTRAN.
Spurred by this
type of motivation there have been attempts to
implement GP in C (Andre and Hondl, 1994;
Zongker and Punch, 1995).
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terminals and the sets of operators must be
determined and specified. There are a great many
details to specify." (Alme,1995).
"The C language, in source code form, has
a very rigid structure that must be obeyed. There
are manydetails that must be addressed: variables
must be declared and their data types specified,
function calls must have the correct numberof
arguments, unary operators must operate on single
objects, binary operators on two, (sic) and so on.
The placement of parentheses and semicolons is
important. Unlike a Lisp expression, which is a
program, a C source file is simply a list of
instructions for the computer to generate a
program." Finally we felt that C suffers from, for
the lack of a better term, "syntactic fragility." That
is performing GP operations in C source code,
without abstraction is unlikely to produce another
source file that will pass through the compiler
without error. Lisp expressions, on the other hand,
look like trees and there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the expressions that the
investigator sees and what the computersees. This
is not the case for the C language."

Welooked at two implementation attempts
(Andre and Hondl, 1994; Zongker and Punch,
1995) to understandwhat others are doing. Wefelt
that these two implementationsdid not address, to
the extent we understandthem, the issues that were
raised here. Both implementations form a tree
where the terminal nodes and operators are
functions that are written in C, but they do not
directly manipulate the C source code. "Oncethe
source code for the pieces of the tree have been
Ourfirst desire was to try to implementGP written and successfully compiled, the program
in C to gain somefirst hand experience. After some will manipulate individuals whose smallest
initial thinking we soon abandonedthat idea in componentsare the precompiledfunctions specified
favor of SISAL.Thereasons for our initial desire by the investigator. While they are certainly
to try C and subsequent switch from C to SISAL effective
implementations that use the GP
are many.Suffice it to say that wefelt that C, in technique, they do not conformto the specification
spite of its popularity, is not a goodlanguagefor of ’using C.’ Theyare written in C, but so is the
GP implementations.
"To be ’using C,’ an Lisp interpreter that manipulates the Lisp Simplementation must use as its chromosomal expressions" (Alme, 1995).
material , C source code. It must store these
programs, be able to successfully perform the Motivation for SISAL
operations of mating crossover, mutation (while
preserving each individual as a functioning C
This initial attempt and our subsequentlack
program). The compositions of the sets of of conviction that C would be a good language
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prodded us to look at other alternatives. One
immediate candidate happened to be SISAL, a
language developedby a team that included a group
from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
The motivations for the selection of SISALare
different fromthose behindthe initial trials with C.
SISALdefinitely is not a language that is in
widespread usage; it is still an experimental
language. The first version was designed in 1983.
At the time of this writing SISALhas beeninstalled
at well over 70 sites internationally.

alternation).
GP generated programs in the
intermediate form can also be "uncompiled" into
SISAL source. We feel that the SISAL/ IF1
combinationwill be easier to manipulatethan C and
will yield higher-performance, parallel programs
that are not obtainableusing Lisp.
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That we abandoned our effort with C and
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